Gingerline
Pop-up restaurant & Arts Space

I

have sampled langoustines in
a chateau before flying off in
a balloon, eaten fish grilled on
a dhow moored in an Aegean
lagoon, and coaxed a black olive
out of the driest martini known to
man in, well, Manhattan, but one of
the most exciting and dare I say it,
sexiest eating adventures I have ever
experienced started on a dull old
evening in SE19 unpacking books
from a box and waiting for a text
message.
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It was an anxious wait. The
bookseller and I are notoriously
hungry and have been known to
abandon real children in pursuit of
a good meal. Right now, our dinner
could be anywhere from West
Croydon to Highbury & Islington,
twenty-three stops of culinary
mystery wrapped in bold orange
Overground livery.
The message clanged in like a
bone in a bowl. Forest Hill? Our

surprise destination might have
been gritty glamorous Hoxton or
the industrial majesty of Rotherhithe
but fortuitously for us, it was just
minutes away. As we skipped down
the glorious staircase at Crystal
Palace station lit by a bright half
moon (I skipped, he descended in
a dignified manner), doubts rose –
what would it be like? After all, we’d
been to plenty of do’s in the past
that positively glittered with promise,
only to be fed a half pound of raw

carrot batons and a shared tub of
porridgey hummus. Ah, but then
they hadn’t been charmed by the
Gingerliners.
We were about to meet them, but
first we had to follow the clues
across the cobbles to a mews
doorway to join an expectant queue
bantering in the darkness. Some
were old hands who had enjoyed
previous events ranging from a
submarine supper complete with
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pay-off) but we all had one thing in
common – less than an hour ago
we had no idea where we would be.
And if we were worried that it was
all style over substance as wooden
ruminants on strings roamed around
us ghosted by their keepers, the
delicious first courses of creamy
mackerel pate with sourdough and
deeply earthy beetroot soup zipped
up with orange zest yanked the
doubt from under us. They were our
masters now.

porthole installations to a Victorian
feast at the Brunel museum, while
the occasion at New Cross Gate
was inspired by Angela Carter’s
Nights at the Circus – blimey,
imagine the how’s-yer-father that
went on there! We novices kept our
own apprehensive counsel, tummy
grumbles notwithstanding.

Beneath the strung lights, we could
smell the poultry confit before it
arrived on a hummock of pumpkin
and sweet potato mash infused with
something herbal. Cumin, surmised
my new friend Catherine, her senses
not quite fully mesmerised as she
passed the greens. And Madame
Greedy, ie yours truly, didn’t need
to be nervous because there was
plenty to go round.

We needn’t have worried. On cue,
the flat-capped and waistcoated
hosts guided us through a
labyrinth of doors and peepholes
and periscopes, handed us an
ice-breaking G&T and sat us at a
meandering table within an intricate
stage set of suspended furniture and
sculpture, serendipitous bric-a-brac
and darker, gothic marionettes. In
the flickering candlelight and with
constant stringed motion twitching
in the shadows, the effect was
thrilling.

The show among items ‘fond or
dis-loved’ (I wrote in my notebook)
continued with the puppeteers
bringing their charges to life
on a makeshift stage while an
astonishingly pretty meringue
roulade arrived wrapped in
crumpled brown paper that
Catherine expertly cauterised so
that the fruit, flaked almonds and
mascarpone held together in a
precious slice. And the Gingerliners
were enjoying themselves as they
carried their guests around and the
laughter rose and all the while a little
goat was dancing at my feet. And
I wanted to keep it. Lorks, I’d been
bewitched (though possibly that
was the gin).

The hotchpotch of tumblers, chairs
and china were vintage eclectic, as
were the forty odd crowd of guests.
Strangers for a moment, suddenly
we were friends. There was a feisty
couple from Islington asking for
proper wine glasses (ah, bless) and
some from Sydenham who had
generously brought more claret
than they hoped to drink (though
lucky Carl was placed next to an
exquisite beauty, so there was a

So much so that when I finally
had the opportunity to speak to
Suz who – along with the other
two core members Kerry and
Syd – collaborates with chefs and
designers to create these captivating
eating experiences, I found I
didn’t want the answers to the
questions I had: the planning, the
secrecy, where they cooked, how
they concocted such miraculous
atmospherics, were all things that
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should remain unexplained with the
magic intact. Susannah chuckles
when asked if it was a business or
an art project. ‘Oh, an art project
always. We have day jobs so it has
to fit in around other work but I’ve
always been a bit foodie and we all
get involved with the design.’ She
says our section of the Overground
opened up a corridor of the arts, an
hour end to end providing endless
creative opportunities.
‘Finding kitchen facilities is a
challenge,’ admits Suz, revealing
that it was the brilliant Emma and
Ron (see Transmitters passim) at
The Hob nearby that they have to
thank for being so accommodating
this time round (fingers in my ears,
la la la!). And yet the food was so
good. ‘We want to provide a cosy
environment with a home-cooking
feel. It’s weird, people are so open
to the Gingerline effect.’
Always on the look-out for new
venues along the line, she says they
are interested in the social effect the
new service has on its communities.
And once the secret is out the
group is ardent in its endorsement
of its collaborators; Canvas and
Cream are the collective behind
the space where the bookseller
and I went, which will become
an upcycled arts café, gallery and
studios. ‘We are all for upcycling!’
she laughs.

You can follow the Gingerline on Facebook and Twitter
and sign up for the mailing list at www.gingerline.co.uk

Indeed. And if you have access
to a space that you think could
be used – I just love the idea of
someone from Shoreditch being
upcycled in Honor Oak – for an
intriguing performance dinner that
you won’t ever forget, get in touch.
They also do ‘bespoke’, which I
may just have to put to the test.
Otherwise, I honestly don’t know
how I am going to sit down in a
normal old restaurant and eat a
normal old dinner with the normal
old bookseller ever again – like
an enchanted winter linden twig
sent to poke us out of our urban
complacency, it’s that Gingerline
effect!
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